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Canning and Its Bacteriology 
By CLARISSA CLARK, Instructor of Bacteriology 
L ONG before the theory of spontaneous generation was disproved-long be-
fore Pasteur had shown that all fermen-
tation, that is, practically all spoiling was 
due to the presence of micro-organisms, a 
Frenchman by the name of Appert had 
demonstrated that food could be kept by 
canning. T.his made it possible to keep 
many foods which hitherto had only been 
used during season. 
Many processes for keeping foods had 
been known thru practically all time. 
Brine, heavy syrups and spices had been 
used in ancient times, but in many cases 
these processes were not practical, or if 
they were, did not give a product at all 
like the fresh food. But at the same time 
canning also opened up a great field for 
danger. Many troubles had been un-
known. None had heard of botulism, for 
example, and the term ptomaine poison-
Ing was used promiscuously for every-
thing in the way of sudden disorders 
caused by eating. 
Bacteriology is practically a new sci-
ence. It had it battles to fight- Liebig, 
the great German chemist, kept the world 
laughing by his clever articles ridiculing 
Pasteur's -germ theory of fermentation. 
The idea that microorganisms could 
bring about chemical changes was very 
unique but Pasteur finally proved that he 
was right and the world accepted his 
theory. 
Was It not rather alarming to consider 
that most of the food eaten was perhaps 
filled with tiny germs? Fortunately Pas-
teur showed that many of these actually 
were essential to the development of cer-
tain types of desirable fermentations. 
Yeasts were necessary for wine and this 
paved the way for the more 3ane consider-
ation of the group of minute plants which 
we will consider- namely, bacteria, yeasts 
and molds. 
Molds, because of their characteristic 
appearance, can easily be r ecognized. We 
all know, too, what they do, and so they 
are probably less or a menace. In some 
cases they are of very r eal value. Sever-
al of the cheeses, like Roquefort and Cam-
emburt are dependent upon this group of 
microorganisms for their characteristic 
flavor. But in canning they may cause 
much grief. 
Molds require a certain set of condi-
tions for their best growth and these are 
very splendidly met in the case of fruits 
and the acid vegetables, but as they re-
quire air for their best development they 
ean very readily be controlled. Their 
spores are not so easily disposed of. They 
may remain alive for a long period of 
time and If a leak develops, the mold can 
grow. 
Yeasts are very necessary in bread 
making and in the fermentations of fruit 
juices for vinegar , but may be . very 
troublesome in fruits and jellies. Yeasts 
do not generally produce spores tho, and 
as they require oxygen for their growth 
their activities may be controlled. 
Another class of microorganisms which 
should be considered here are the toruls 
or false yeasts. These are often the 
cause of deterioration in sauerkraut and 
dill pickles. They can break down the 
acids, so essential to the keeping and fla-
vor of these foods and pave the way for 
bacteria to bring about putrefaction. 
They, too, r equire air, and if the food is 
sealed properly will cause no trouble. 
Finally considering bacteria, we find a 
bigger problem. Both yeasts and molds 
announce their presence rather plainly, 
but this is not true in all cases with bac-
teria. Here we have all types; the de-
sirable and the undesirable; the ones pro-
ducing spores, and those easily destroyed 
by heat; the aerobic, or those r equiring 
atmospheric oxygen, and the anaerobic, 
or ones r equiring no free oxygen, and 
each class must have a different sort of 
treatment. Besides all this, we must con-
sider just bow far we desire the develop-
ment of bacteria. We want thew in the 
ripening of cheese and in the making of 
vinegar. and sauerkraut , so much depends 
upon the selection of our bacteria. 
In the canning of fruits and vegetables, 
however, we must consider the best meth-
ods of keeping the development of bacter-
ia, as well as of yeasts and molds, to the 
mm1mum. Here they become decidedly 
a contamination. So first, we will con-
sider the selection of foods to can. Bac-
teria do not have a sharply cut th ermal 
death point, and if the initia l contamina-
tion is heavy, we will find many resistant 
individuals. We have th e old rule of an 
"hour from field to can" which would be 
a good one to follow where at all possible, 
but as this is not at all times practical, 
we must be careful in selecting fresh, 
sound foods, watching for blemishes and 
signs of decay. We should also consider 
very car efully. th e conta iners to be used 
in canning. If they h ave been used be-
fore and left soiled for several hours or 
days before cleansing, they may h arbor 
very resistant spores. This is especially 
true if they happened to contain food 
which spoiled after canning, 
It is easy to see that cans and, of course, 
the covers, should be thoroly sterilized. 
Sound covers are essential as are new 
rubbers. A little air enterin~ may make 
it possible for spores, harmless in them-
selves, to develop and the food may mold 
or putrefy. We feel very safe where we 
have an acid content or a goodly supply 
of sugar or spices. It is better to be safe 
than sorry, however, and so we take every 
precaution. Do not let over-confidence 
get the better of common sense. Especi-
ally in the canning of the non-acid vege-
tables and of meats, we have to consider 
very carefully the proper methods of ster-
ilization, for many organisms may develop 
and cause spoiling after sealing, unless 
the process of sterilization has been very 
thoro indeed. 
Organisms not in the food originally 
may gain entrance thru careless handling 
so the necessity of extreme cleanliness 
cannot be overestimated. After the food 
is put in the cans, the work is not done. 
We have a class of organisms which will 
develop only at quite high temperatures. 
These themophiles, as they are called, 
may not be killed during processing, and 
would cause no trouble if the cans were 
cooled quickly, but if they are packed 
away while hot these organisms may do 
some harm. 
Jars of food should be examined care-
fully before final storin-g. Any signs of 
leak or the -presence of gas should be sig-
na.!s for discarding or, at least, for care-
ful examination. A cool storage place for 
canned food is of great importance. The 
slow development of even harmless mi-
croorganisms may cause "off flavors." 
When the time comes to eat the food. it 
is difficult to · use enough caution. Too 
often foods are opened and dumped imme-
diately into a dish .for the table, without 
proper inspection. 
Some of the diRtress signals might well 
be · considered. Has the food a sound ap-
peara;'nce or has' it ·b'eiCome soft and 
mushy? This cbange in appearance may 
be due to spoiling. Did the can open too 
easily? If so, the very desirable, if not 
necessary vacuum was lacking. This 
means air and the possible development 
of yeasts. molds. or of many sorts of bac-
teria. Then does it smell good? A bad 
smell is r eal proof that the food should 
not be eaten. 
If in doubt, "play trump" and our best 
trump here is to discard food about which 
there is any question. 
The natural odor of some foods may 
cover the putrefying odor and in a case 
of this sort very thoro heating will de-
stroy many of the danger s. For example, 
the toxin developed by the organism 
causing botulism may be destroyed by 
twenty minutes thoro heating provided 
all parts of the food are heated to the 
boiling point for this length of time. This 
does not kill the organisms, however, 
and a new supply of toxin may develop 
(Continued on page 14) 
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Book 
Binding 
for 
Summer 
Afternoons 
By 
Marvel Secor 
FROM the old Egyptian papyrus roll, 
we have come thru various stages of 
the scroll, the Japanese book and the 
book with a single signature, to the 
bound volume of today with rounded 
backs and stiff covers. Some of the old 
books which developed during this evolu-
tion had mottled covers which gave them 
color and distinction. This old type is 
now being "revived" and the same effect 
can be produced in little booklets which 
can easily be made at home. 
In a class in handicraft at Iowa State 
College books of this kind are made for 
choice poems. When neatly lettered they 
are attractive and will be treasured be-
cause they are hand made .and original 
in design. 
The materials needed to make a book 
of this type are: twenty-four double sheets 
of wr;ting paper, linen thread, a darning 
needle, strips of cloth about four inches 
wide, book binder's linen, a piece of nar-
row tape, two pieces of cloth board a 
little wider than the paper for the cover, 
plain paper for the mottled cover and 
good smooth paste. 
First we will sew the pages together, 
then color the p~per for the cover, and 
finally put the cover on the book. The 
$eets of writing paper should be ar-
ranged in a pile in pairs, one sheet in-
side of another. Place the pages together, 
folded edge toward you, and mark a pencil 
line about half an inch from each end 
and divide the remainder of tlie space 
into three equal parts and mark with a 
~§t7 
FIG. I. .SIGN 0TURE 5 
TIED TOGETHER 
ON i~PE5 
ONE: 51GNP!TURE> 4- P0GE5 
These books will be treasured because they are hand-made. 
double line about one-fourth of an inch to make the mottled paper. 
apart as in figure 1. Now pierce holes To color the paper, fill a low pan with 
thru every pair of pages with the needle cold water, mix oil paints in the desired 
'where the paper is marked, making sig- colors with turpentine until they are thin 
natures of four pages each. enough to flick from the paint brush onto 
Thread the needle and run it in the the water. Any color scheme may be 
first hole from the right, from the out- used to look well with the book binder's 
side in, then run it out the next hole. linen. The paint will float and the col-
Place one of the three inch strips of ors may be whirled into rhythmic lines 
·narrow tape on this place and sew over . by blowing upon the water. The paper 
·it to the center of the book. The process ·/; to be used is cut the size of the pan and 
of sewing is as follows: sew into the first ~~~-laid on the water a; few seco?ds· unti! the 
signature through the hole nearest the., l· 1Paper becomes m01st, then 1t is _qmckly 
right end, go to the next hole, to the out- ' ~ ,ra1sed by ~ne end so that the. pamt will 
side, around first tape to the next hole; , adhere to 1t and the water w1ll run off. 
sew into the signature on to the next ,If left in the water too long, the paint 
hole to the outside, around the second 'will be washed from the paper. 
tape' to the last hole. Place the second\. While the mottled paper is drying, cut 
signature on top of the first and sew the cover boards about one-fourth Inch 
as before with reversed direction. On' wider :md longer than the bound book. 
either end a knot is tied when the needle ~ five inches wide for the back of the book. 
reaches the first hole to .strengthen the , Have plenty of newspapers on the table 
union of the signatures, and knots are I' to protect your work as it is being pasted. 
also made every fourth time over the 1 Measure off on the linen a center line 
tapes. Pull the thread tight enough to ' lengthwise of the material and mark the 
hold the pages firmly in place, but be width to be allowed for the thickness of 
careful not to tear the paper. The sew- ' the book. Paste the cover boards to the 
ing is continued until all of the pages I lines marked on the book binder's linen 
are in place, the direction of the sewing · as in figure 3, and cut and paste on 
being reversed each time. A final knot , squares with mitered corners for the 
is tied at the end and we are now ready corners of the book. 
><tJ1!1!!1! Take the mottled paper made for the 
' 
/ 
' 
,' !/ 
F"IG. Z. P0PER AND BOOK 
BINDCFZ'5 LINE"N P!?JSTCD 
TO C.OVC R 8o 0 R,DS-
L0P~ TURNED /N5fDC 
cover and cut it by a pattern made to fit 
over the binder's linen at the back and 
corners as in the diagram. The flaps 
are pasted to the cover boards at either 
end and at the sides. 
A piece of cloth is now prepared to 
hold the cover on the book. It is meas-
ured and cut one-half inch shorter than 
. the length of the book, pasted well on ~ the back of the book, covering the tapes-. 
The long ends of the tapes are fastened 
to the cover boards on the inside, with 
1
' the cloth pasted over them. 
Paste the end sheets of the book to 
the inside of the cover, allowing for 
opening the book, which is now ready to 
be pressed under a weight until the paste 
is dry. The edges of the leaves may be 
tinted with water color to match the 
cover if desired. 
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Salads and Sandwiches 
By IDA MAE SHILLING, Assistant Professor of Home Economics 
OUR taste for salads is not a recent ac-quirement. It is an inheritance 
which comes to us thru centuries of their 
use in Eastern lands. In the Orient, cu-
cumbers and melons were classed among 
earth's choicest productions. We read of 
the Hebrews eating for the Passover, let-
tuce, camomile, dandelion and mint, on 
which were used oil and vinegar. The 
Greeks served lettuce at the end of the 
meal, while the Ancient Romans served 
lettuce with eggs as a first course to ex-
cite the appetite. Galen, the celebrated 
physician called it the "philosopher's or 
wise man's herb." 
Moses wrote: "And the Children of Is-
rael wept again and said: 'We r em ember 
the fish we did eat in Egypt freely; the 
cucumbers and the melons and the leeks 
and the onions and the garlick.' " 
There are many kinds of salads. They 
may be made from "left-over" cooked 
foods such as vegetables, fruits and meat, 
provided these are carefully cut ~ nd com-
bined artistically to please both the eye 
and the palate. Many foods that would 
make attractive sahds a re passed by every 
day, thru the lack of interest in food 
combinations, or the knowledge of the 
principles of salad making,. 
Of the uncooked salad vegetables, let-
tuce stands at the top. To be at its best, 
it must be fresh, t ender and crisp and 
when served, it should have a French 
dressing used on it. Watercress may be 
served without oil, and may be combined 
with cheese or eggs. This makes a salad 
that may form the main di.sh of a lunch in 
the summer. 
The place the salad t ak es in the m eal 
nepends upon its constituents. If meat, 
fish, cheese, eggs or nuts are used it may 
form the main protein dish and is suit-
able for lunch. If it is of fruit or green 
vegetables, dinner or a meal at which 
there is a main dish served in addition, 
is needed to give sufficient food value to 
the menu. 
Salads are superior to m any other pro-
ductions of the culinary art for they may 
be served upon any occas ion and to any 
class of people. Among people who serve 
well-balanced and artistic m eals. the salad 
is a necessity. Two things are indispensi-
ble to every kind of salad, r egardless of 
whether it is made of meat, eggs, 
nuts, cheese, vegetables, fruits, both 
cooked and uncooked. These two 
things, if not in the best condition, 
will make a poor salad of what would 
otherwise have been an attractive and 
delicious product. The foundation of 
crisp lettuce and good dressing are the 
two essentials for a satisfactory salad. 
Important points in salad makil).g : 
1. Green vegetables should be served 
fresh, cold and crisp. 
2. Meat and fish should be carefully 
cut with a sharp knife and well 
marinated, to give good fl avor and 
should be kept cold. 
3. The ingr edients should not be com-
bined until ready to serve; t hen 
they should be put together artisti-
cally in order to please the eye as 
well as the taste. 
4. When ready to serve, it should be 
very cold, well flavored and acom-
panied by an appropriate dressing. 
Dressings are made from oil, acids and 
· seasonings, from oil, acid, egg and season-
ings ; or they may be cooked, using butter 
instead of oil and adding cream. This 
latter is miscalled boiled salad dressing. 
There are other dressings- one in which 
h eavy cr eam is used with acid and season-
ings, another on e for cole-slaw, made of 
eggs, vinegar , butter and seasonings. 
Dressings may be modified to suit the 
individual taste and salad. As there 
should be many more kinds of salads 
than there are cooks, depending upon 
their originality and ingenuity, so there 
should be many blends and flavors in the 
dressing. 
French dress'ng made of oil, acid and 
seasonings may be used on vegetable sal-
ads that are served with the m ain course 
of .a heavy dinner. Mayonnaise is used 
on meat, and fish salads when they are 
served for luncheon or supper and form 
the main part of the meal. 
Some S-alad Combinations 
1. Lettuce, sliced tomatoes with thin 
slices of green pepper. 
2. Shredded lettuce, sliced cucumber s 
and thin slivers of onion. 
3. Lettuce, whole tomato, stuffed with 
green beans, finely cut pickles and 
celery. 
4. Lettuce, whole tomato sectioned to 
represent a poinsetta, with a cen-
t er of sifted egg yolk and finely cut 
green peppers. 
5. Lettuce, asparagus tips and sliced 
r ed radish es. 
6. Lettuce, raw cabbage and small 
cubes of raw carrots. 
7. Lettuce, raw cabbage, nuts and thin 
pieces of green pepper. 
8. Lettuce, tomato jelly with celery 
and nuts. 
9. Lettuce, celer y, nuts and apples. 
10. L ettuce, asparagus· with strips of 
pimento. 
11 . Lettuce, a mixture of cooked car-
rots, diced, string beans cut small, 
green pe::1s, cooked beet s and pickles 
rut small. 
12. LPttuce, r aw diced carrots and nuts. 
13. Watercress with diced boiled beets 
and small cucumber pickles, cubed. 
14. Water cr ess, with hard cooked egg, 
sliced. 
15. Lettuce, sl iced tomatoes a nd cu cum-
ber s. 
16. Lettuce, spinach and sliced egg. 
17. Lettuce, diced meat and celery. 
18. Lettuce, green beans and sliced egg. 
19. L ettucEj, fruits and nuts. 
20. Lettuce. grapefruit, pineapple and 
pimento. 
21. Lettuce, pineapple and c r eam 
cheese. 
But let us n ot forget the salad's pleas-
ant companion in picnics, parties, porch 
luncheons and outdoor supper s- the sand-
wich. 
The term sandwich was formerly used 
in speaking of two slices of bread with 
meat between. In t his sense, the word 
originated about th e end of th e eighteenth 
century from the fact that th e fourth Earl 
of Sandwich became so infatua ted with 
the excitemen t of the gaming table that 
he could not stop long enough to go to 
his meals. So, on such occasions a but-
ler was sent to him carrying "slices of 
bread with meat between." 
As a rule, bread for sandwiches should 
be twenty-four hours old, but fresh bread 
is best when the sandwiches are to be 
rolled or folded. Sandwiches that sug-
gest much handling, such as those tied 
with ribbons, are not enjoyed by fas-
tidious people. The bread may be 
white or brown or both kinds in the 
same sandwich. Whole wheat, rye or 
graham breads also are used whenever 
wished. Bread should be sliced in even 
thin slices, then cut in t he shapes ae-
sired. The butter should be cr eamed for 
then it can be spread without the bread 
crumbling. Spread the bread after it is 
cut. 
Anything that may be eaten with bread 
"is suitable for a filling. Of the meats, 
salted ones, such as ham, take the lead 
in popular favor . Whatever kind of meat 
is used it should be accompanied with 
the sau'ce or seasonings that give it a 
distinct and appetizing flavor. A badly 
seasoned filling or a filling with n o sea-
sonings makes the sandwich most unde-
sirable for any purpose. 
When salad sandwiches ar e to be made, 
well seasoned salad dressing should be 
added to the finely chopped meat , with 
which h as been combined chopped celery, 
cabbage, cucumbers, pickles or olives, 
etc. When lettuce is used, the leaf ls 
u sually served whole with the edges out-
side the bread. Shredded lettuce with 
mayonnaise also makes a good sandwich. 
Any vegetable, without meat, combined 
with salad dressing makes an excellent 
filling. 
When desired, sweet sandwiches may 
he u3ed. These fillings a re made with 
fruit combinations, some uncooked; other 
combinations are made into a marmalade 
and combined with cream ch eese or cot-
tage ch eese. Fig and date fillings are 
also good. The fr uit and cottage cheese 
sandwiches when whole-wheat bread is 
used are very good for children. They 
furnish the Rweet , which the children 
like, and at the same time a wholesome 
food is being used. Vegetahle sandwiches 
are also excellent for sm all children. 
What part of the meal, from the nutri-
t ion al standpoint, should th e sandwich 
fill? Since it always furnishes bread, the. 
nature of the filling will determine its 
value. Green vegetables and fruits, like 
in the salad, furnish vitamins, minerals 
and roughage. These things are especi-
ally desired in such a dish . They also 
furnish flavor which is so often over-
looked when sandwiches are made. No 
combination should be prepared and 
served without its first meeting the t est 
of good flavor. Then if it is suitable to 
use with bread. it may be made into a 
sandwich. Thick slices of bread are out 
of place when daintiness is desired and 
when the filling is to be tasted. 
Sandwich Suggestions 
Tongue and veal or chicken ch opped 
fine, combined with chopped celer y and 
mixed with salad dressing. 
(Continued on page 14) 
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Clothes for Tiny T 9ts 
By HARRIET ALLEN 
\_ 
Variations of a pattern. (Courtesy of Myra Karsten.) 
WANTED: A brand new idea for 
clothes for Junior, a sturdy man of 
three, and Betty, a dainty miss of two. 
Frantic Mother. 
Such is the appeal sent out by hosts of 
mothers who lack either the time or r~­
sourcefulness to figure out new ideas for 
themselves. 
On the other hand many mothers have 
the idea that just because childrf'n are 
chilaren, it is not necessary for them to 
take the time and trouble to design and 
construct clothing which really is dis-
tinctive and becoming to the individual 
child. However, it is quite as important 
a problem to set oneself to in the planning 
of children's clothing as in the case of 
the grownup. 
One of the most important considera-
tions for the mother to take account of 
in the selection of designs for her chil-
dren is that simplicity be made the domi-
nant feature of the entire costume. Per-
haps this problem is even more funda-
mental than that of matching personali-
. ty, for child nature, which is simplicity 
incarnate, is after all, the underlying and 
universal peculiarity of the wee folks 
which must first be satisfied if one could 
hope to produce garments correct for 
children. Fussy clothes hamper the free-
dom of the body and prohibit the joyous 
play and activity which is every child's 
birthright, besides appearing incon-
gruous or out of place on the child. For 
that matter, many grownups might do 
well to heed this suggestion and apply it 
in the selection of their own garments. 
Obviously then, before the mother can 
plan a costume which is suitable for her 
child she must analyze the child and make 
a note of all the factors which might 
contl'ibute to the becomingness or unbe-
• comingness of the garment. Such fac-
tors, as they have been analyzed in a 
class in children's clothing, include build, 
coloring, complexion, temperament and 
personality in general. Is the child stocky 
or slender, what color are the hair and 
eyes, is the complexion a dark olive or a 
peaches and cream type, is the child a 
quiet sweet child or is he full of "pep" 
and life? AU of these elements have a 
·decided influence on the proper selection 
of design, color and texture in costume. 
To illustrate, let us take Junior and 
Betty. Junior is a stocky brunette, with 
the ordinary complexion, and very mascu-
line in action and appearance. 
Darker shades of greens, blues, and 
browns with small amounts of intense 
color might be used. Narrow stripes lend 
an effect of height, and to attain the same 
end, all cross lines should be avoided. 
The heavier, more durable materials are 
most suitable and designs should be strict-
ly tailored. 
Betty is a lovely little blonde with very 
dainty ways. She will r equire the lighter 
values of blues ,lavenders and greens. 
Sheer, light weight materials, used with 
frills and flounces and developed into 
quaint designs, are for her. She would be 
adorable in tiny prints or checks. 
One type which seems particularly per-
plexing in this matter of clothes is the 
little "red-head." The thing which must 
be watched in planning clothes for this 
child is color, since the remarks made 
above in regard to build and temperament 
will apply in this case as well. The hair 
needs to be toned down so colors which 
will accomplish this purpose would, obvi-
ously, be one's choice. Such colors are 
greens, blues, and green-blues. Browns 
are good since they harmonize with the 
hair. 
So much for personality study, which 
helps the mother to discriminate between 
designs lovely in themselves but which 
would be wholly out of place on certain 
children. 
As for variation in design; the mother 
need not buy a pattern every time she 
wishes to add a new collar, a n ew sleeve 
or a bit of smocking. The designs illus-
trated above, which were worked out in 
the children's clothing class at Iowa State 
College, show what can be done in this 
respect. A very simple foundation pat-
tern is used and various alterations, in· 
eluding a variation in materials and color 
harmonies, are made. 
At the start, the suggestion ought to be 
made that hope of developing or creating 
in every mother this article r eaches, a 
"nose" for the unusual or charming in 
childrens' frocks and suits, is not enter-
tained. No matter how much or how 
splendid the advice or direction offered, 
there are bound to be some women who 
do not have the native ability or skill re-
quired for r eal success in this field. This 
explanation, however , is not intended to 
discourage attempts, for there is always 
room for improvement, no matter how un-
fertile the soil may seem to be, but mer e-
ly to put the r eader on her guard and 
not to expect the impossible or fantastic 
over-night success. Much practice and 
observation are required here as else-
where. 
One of the simplest ways, r ecommended 
by clothing instructors, to achieve an ef-
fective garment and at the same time be 
practical, is thru the use of stitchery, 
commercial braids and bindings. 
Junior's suits could be livened up by 
making bound buttonholes with a con-
tJ·asting colored bias tape. A fancy 
checked or striped bias tape might even 
be used. These buttonholes used with 
buttons of novel shape and color would 
make Junior very satisfied with himself. 
There are · also cunning braids with ani-
mals, chickens and ducks embroidered on 
in colors, which the little folks adore. 
These braids are now sold by many de-
partment stores. 
In the case of a check the stitchery de-
sign would probably be worked out on 
the checks, keeping it, of cour se, in close 
proximity to the bias tape. In the case 
of the print, however, one might place the 
stitchery on the tape itself. For instance, 
two rows of narrow bias tape, placed far 
enough apart to allow a strip of the un-
derlying material to appear, were joined 
by a r ow of cross stitching of contrasting 
colors. 
Bias tape may be used in a variety of 
ways and one can purchase almost any 
color. Plain colored tape used with a 
print or check and combined with a bit 
of cross stitching or similar stitch is a 
very effective finish. 
Bias tape combined with r ick-rack has 
a number of possibilities. For instance, 
a tiny blue and white print was trimmed 
with a band of white tape, on either edge 
of which was placed a row of very fine 
blue rick-rack. With the same print 
might also h ave been used two rows of 
fine rick-rack, one row being red and the 
other blue. Another good way of com-
bining rick-rack and tape is to lay the 
rick rack quite close to a raw edge of 
material and then bind the raw edge and 
the points of the rick rack coming close 
to the edge of the bias tape. The rick 
r ack might be of a color and the t ape 
white or the other way around. 
Many times when a quick and easy fin-
ish is desired the shell stitch will serve 
as a happy solution. This ordinary stitch 
may be made out of the ordinar y by us-
ing colored thread. 
The use of yarns for stitchery purposes 
cannot be over-emphasized. Such lovely 
color combinations can be secured in this 
way, besides offering pleasing contrasts 
in textures. 
These ar e only a few suggestions which 
will perhaps serve as a stimulus to the 
mother who is creatively inclined. As 
was suggested above, in order to achieve 
Individuality and distinction the mother 
must herself create the costume which 
will express the personality of her child 
and use the miscellaneous suggestions 
which ar e offered on every hand as mere-
ly a spur to her own creative ability. 
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"The Food With the Flowers' Flavor" 
HONEY has been used as one of the 
world's food products for many cen-
tUI:ies. It is not so long since honey was 
used as the main sweet, and sugar was 
considered a luxury, due more to the 
scarcity of honey than to the superiority 
of sugar. 
Honey is produced by bees from the 
nectar. of flowers and the different vari-
eties of honey are dependent upon the 
particular flower from which it is pro-
duced. Honey made from orange blos-
soms and white clover will be very light 
in color, while much of that produced 
from fall flowers is dark and rather 
strong. Just as each flower has a particu-
lar odor, so the nectar from these flowers, 
when made into honey, will produce a 
different color and flavor. 
Honey can be bought upon the market 
in two ~orms, extracted honey and comb 
honey. A great deal of the extracted 
honey sold is a mixture of several differ-
ent kinds. In this way the texture and 
quality can both be improved and a uni-
form product will result, so that a parti-
cular brand of honey will always be 
nearly the same. 
For beauty and perfection of flavor, 
nothing can excel! comb honey in its 
original hexagonal wax package but for 
convenience and general availability one 
must look to extracted or strained honey 
as it is more easily produced and some-
what lower in cost. 
Honey is more easily digested than 
sugar and consequently more readily as-
similated, therefore it is a more health-
ful form of sweet with which to satisfy 
one's natural craving for such things_ 
The fact that honey consists principally 
of sugar and water and is slightly acid 
suggests it to be a suitable substitute for 
molasses in cookery. It can be used in 
place of molasses in all form of breads, 
muffins, and cakes. It contains less acid 
than molasses and as a result requires 
less soda, when it is substituted for mo-
lasses in recipes. Many trials have been 
carried out in the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and it was found 
that the amount of soda required for one 
cup of honey ranges between one-fourth 
and one-half level teaspoonful. 
Following are some recipes for breads 
in which honey is used: 
1 cup flour 2 cups flour 
1 cup yellow corn 11h teaspoons bak-
meal ing soda 
1 cup rye flour 1 tablespoon hot 
1 teaspoon salt water 
1 cup honey 1 cup raisins 
Mix together the dry ingredients. Mix 
the honey with the sour milk and hot 
water. Add this to the dry ingredients, 
and beat thoroly together. Fill two 
bread molds two-thirds full. Let stand 15 
minutes. Then steam for three hours. 
The raisins may be added if desired and 
will make a richer mixture. 
Honey and Nut Bran Muffins 
1 cup honey 1 tablespoon melt-
1 cup flour ed butter 
14 to lh teaspoon 1% cups milk 
soda %, cups finely chop-
14 teaspoon salt ped walnuts 
2 cups bran 
By AGNES SORENSON 
Sift together the flour, soda, and san 
and mix them with the bran. Add the 
other ingredients and bake for 25 to 30 
minutes in a hot oven. 'l'his will make 
20 muffins. 
After a little experimentation anyone 
should be able to substitute honey suc-
cessfully for sugar in cake, preserves, 
fruits and candy. It has been estimated 
that . one cup of honey is equal to a cup 
full of sugar so far as sweetening quali-
ties are concerned, however some allow-
ance will have to be made for the fact 
that honey contains more water than 
sugar. Therefore when honey is substi-
tuted for sugar less liquid must be added. 
Most authorities state that one cup of 
honey means one-fourth cup of liquid. 
One of the advantages in the use or 
honey in cakes is that they keep fresh 
much longer than those made with su-
gar. It is said that icing made with 
honey has this lasting quality. 
Honey Nut Cake 
2 cups brown sug-lh teaspoon ground 
ar nutmeg 
2 cups honey lh teaspoon allspice 
6 egg yolks 1 cup chopped rais-
3 cups flour ins 
1% teaspoons soda lh oz. cut citron 
3 teaspoons ground V2 oz. candied orange 
cinnamon peel 
lh teaspoon ground% lb. almonds 
cloves whites of three eggs 
Mix the sugar, honey and the yolks of 
the eggs, and beat thoroly. Sift together 
the flour, salt, spices and soda. Combine 
all of the ingredients but the whites of 
the eggs. Beat the whites of the eggs 
until they are stiff and add them last. 
Pour the dough to the depth of about 
one-half an inch in greased pans and 
bake in a slow oven for one-half 'hour. 
Soft Honey Cake 
1h !3UP butter 
1 cup of honey 
1 egg 
lh cup sour milk 
1 teaspoon soda 
%. teaspoon cin}ui-
mon 
1h teaspoon ginger 
4 cups flour 
Rub the butter and the honey together; 
add the egg well beaten, then the milk, 
and last the flour sifted with the soda 
and spices. Bake in a shallow pan. 
Plain Honey Icing 
1 cup granulated 14 cup honey 
sugar white of one egg 
1 cup water 
Boil together the sugar and the water 
until the sugar is dissolved, then add the 
honey and boil without stirring, until the 
mixture registers 248 deg. F., or until 
it forms a soft ball when dropped • into 
cold water. Pour over the stiffly beaten 
white of the egg and continue to beat 
until the icing holds its shape. This 
icing may be kept for several months 
in a soft, fresh condition. 
If desired to be used immediately, the 
syrup should be cooked longer, almost 
to the hard ball stage. 
Honey Orange and Lemon Icings 
Proce~d same as for plain honey icing, 
and wh1le beating add, for orange icing, 
the grated rind of one large orange. For 
lemon icing add the grated rind of one-
half lemon. 
Honey is particularly well suited for 
frozen puddings and gelatin desserts. 
Honey Strawberry Foam 
1 cup fresh straw· unbeaten white of 
berries one egg 
1 cup honey 
Place all the ingredients in a deep 
bowl, and beat all together with a large 
Dover beater until the mixture is stiff 
enough to hold it& shape. Serve in sher-
bet glasses with small cakes. 
Honey Charlotte 
1 qt. cream 
1 teaspoon cinna-
mon 
lh cup honey 
sponge cake 
Whip the cream and add the cinnamon 
to this. Whip chilled honey into this. 
Use this mixture to pile into paper char-
lotte cases, lined with sponge cake. This 
may be garnished with fresh fruit such 
as strawberries, charries, etc. 
Honey may be used very successfully 
in making various kinds of candies as 
well as for popcorn. 
Honey Popcorn 
1 cup white honey 1% tablespoon butter 
1 cup white sugar 1 tablespoon water 
Boil the above ingredients until brittle 
when dropped in cold water. Have ready 
two quarts nicely popped corn and pour 
the candy over it until evenly distributed 
stirring briskly until nearly cool. 
Honey Candy 
2% cups sugar 1 .cup peanuts 
lh cup honey lh cup water 
whites of two eggs 
Boil together the sugar, honey, and 
water until it forms a thick syrup. Pour 
1 cup of this syrup over the beaten whites 
of the eggs. Boil the remainder of the 
syrup until it hardens when dropped in-
to cold water, pour in the first mixture 
stirring briskly. Add a cup of peanuts 
and stir until mixture begins to harden, 
then spread .in a 1pan and cut into 
squares. If properly made it should be 
soft and pliable. · 
3 cups sugar 
%cup honey 
Taffy 
% cup hot water 
Boil all together until it spins a thread 
when dropped from the spoon, or hardens 
when dropped into cold water. Pour in-
to a greased pan to cool, and then pull 
until white. 
In combination with fresh fruits there 
is said to be no sweet like honey. It 
may be served with baked apples, baked 
peaches, sour cherries, baked quinces and 
grapefruit. 
Such simple desserts as bread pudding, 
rice pudding, without eggs, and plain 
cornstarch pudding are good and rather 
out of the ordinary if made without sugar 
and served with a portion of comb honey 
in place of sugar in preparation. 
Besides exchanging sugar for honey tn 
recipes there are simpler ways in which 
it can be used. It may be served as a 
spread for bread, preferably warm rol!s. 
Honey is really as much related to bis-
(Continued on page 15) 
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"Thirty ... five Cents Worth of Food" 
WHAT have we for lunch today?" asked 
the assistant manager of a leading 
hotel, as he sat down beside one of the 
guests at a business mens' luncheon. 
"Oh! 35 cents worth of food at a 75 
cent luncheon," was the reply of the other 
man. 
".That's fine! If this hotel can serve a 
75 cent luncheon and keep the food cost 
down to one-half, the manager will not 
need to · worry about his balance in the 
ledger at the end of the month," answered 
the assistant manager. 
The incident just stated, amuses me 
very much," said Mrs. L. S. Brown, man-
ager of the home economics tea room, as 
she finished quoting it. "The public 
really thinks that hotel, restaurant and 
tearoom managers make huge profits. This 
is because patrons of institutional dining 
rooms are prone to consider only the ac-
tual cost of the food itself. 
"In a hotel or restaurant business the 
manager, first of all, budgets his income 
and allows a definite amount of money to 
be spent for each item of cost. 
"The cost of service is highest in the 
modern city hotel. A guest enters the 
lobby, he checks h1s hat at the desk for 
which service he pays, perhaps, 10 cents. 
The hotel not only maintains valuable 
space in the main part of the building for 
this service, but also pays the salary of 
the checker. The 'captain' of the dining 
room meets the guest . at the door and 
shows him to a seat. The third person 
giving service is the waiter, who brings 
a menu card and takes the guest's order. 
In the meantime a bus boy has placed 
bread and butter and a glass of ice wa-
ter on the table. After the guest has 
By ANNA SORENSON 
Have you some time thought 
you were being cheated because 
you had to pay so much for a lunch 
that you could have prepared at 
home for much less? Then read 
and perhaps repent. 
finished the meal, his check is sent to a 
checker to be tallied and then to a cash-
ier to be paid. 
"The services of all these people are 
items of cost which must be included in 
the price of a meal." 
Likewise, according to Mrs. Brown, the 
cost of the dishes used must be consid-
ered. A certain first <:lass hotel in Iowa 
owns $28,000 worth of silver dishes. All 
of these expensive articles, cocktail glass-
es, aspara;gus dishes, baking dishes, cof-
fee and tea services, parfait dishes and 
many others which are used to meet the 
demands of the public, are kept in a 
special room known as a "silver room." 
The initial cost and upkeep of this silver 
service is very great. Two men are em-
ployed who do nothing but polish silver 
the entire day. 
"If orange juice were ordered for break-
fast the glass containing it would be 
brought to the guest in a silver holder 
packed with ice. The actual cost of the 
orange juice would be about 5 cents, 
of the ice 3 cents and the initial cost of 
the dish $1.00. But the table is spread 
with a spotless white cloth, the guest is 
furnished a linen napkin, fresh flowers 
are on the table, the services of the people 
previously mentioned are employed, and 
Once Upon a Time 
L OVE of stories in childhood is a uni-
versal emotion. All races of men 
have traditional myths and legends that 
tell the achievements of the people and 
set high ideals. It is important to teach 
only the best type of stories, because 
stories told to children do a great deal 
to shape and develop the character of the 
child by stirring his emotional nature 
and by teaching him the difference be-
tween right and wrong. 
Story telling is a means' of strengthen-
Ing the imagination through an appeal to 
the senses. "The Little Red Hen" is an 
example of a story which appeals to the 
sense of color; "The Gingerbread Boy" ap-
peals to the sense of taste, and "Why the 
Chimes Rang" is a story which appeals 
mainly to the sense of sound. 
For any age, the story chosen must fit 
the mental development of the child. The 
characters and events must be within the 
scope of the child's knowledge or imag-
ination or the story will lose interest, no 
matter how well it is told or read. 
The periods of mental growth which 
determine the story interests of children 
By MARVEL SECOR 
may be called the rythmic, the imagina-
tive, the heroic and the romantic periods. 
The child from three to six may be said 
to be in the rhythmic period because -he 
loves rhythm as found in Mother Goose 
rhymes and nursery jingles of child and 
animal life. "The Three Bears," "Little 
Half Chick," and "The Three Little Pigs" 
from "How to Tell Stories to Children" 
by Sara Cone Bryant, as well as bed-
time stories, are good for this period. 
The child enters a world of make-be-
lieve after the rythmic period and his 
ima~ination knows no bounds. Such 
authors as Grimm, Anderson, .and Per-
hault have written fairy stories that have 
been popular for a good many years. 
Fairy tales are one of the oldest forms 
of literature, and are often enjoyed by 
"grown-ups" as well as little tots. "The 
Gap That Mother Made" associates fairy-
land with the home by picturing familiar 
symbols with imaginative things. "Fairy 
Tales Every Child Should Know" by Ham-
ilton Wright Maybee and "The Children's 
Book" by Florence Tadema are examples 
of good types of fairy tales. "American 
Indian Fairy Tales" retold by W. T. Lar-
labor is needed In the kitchen for the 
preparation. In addition to these, over-
head expenses, light, heat, laundry, in-
surance and rent must be included. 
"Experience has proven that the mana-
ger of a public eating place must not 
have the actual food cost of a meal great-
er than 50 percent of the price charged 
the patron, if ·he wishes to keep o.ut of 
debt." 
Hotel men consider 40 to 50 percent 
of the price paid for the meal to be ac-
tual food cost, 20 to 25 percent for labor 
to cook, prepare and serve the food, 2 
percent for breakage and replacement, 
15 to 20 percent for overhead expense, 
which leaves from 3 to 10 percent for pro-
fit. If a $1.00 plate was being considered 
the cost of the food would be 40 to 50 
cents, of preparation and service 20 to 
25 cents, breakage 2 cents and overhead 
expense 15 to 20 cents. 
"In direct contrast to the modern city 
hotel is the commercial cafeteria where 
the object is to reduce the cost of serving 
the meal, giving the customer the benefit. 
The actual cost of the food remains the 
same, but the cost of labor and of break-
age and replacement is less for the serv-
ice given and the dishes used are not as 
elaborate. The use of paper napkins low-
ers the expense of laundry. 
"A large cafeteria in Chicago advertises 
in the city newspapers '1 cent profit on a 
meal.' This cafeteria serves five thous-
and p.eople a day, so volume make~:~ a pro-
fit possible." 
Before deciding hastily that a meal 
costs more than it should we might do 
well to consider the numerous items in-
volved in the preparation of that meal. 
ned is an interesting collection of stories 
of "the oldest Americans." 
From eight to twelve years of age may 
be termed the heroic period. At this 
time adventure and hero stories such as 
"Robin Hood," "Beowulf," "Sir Galahad," 
"Rip Van Winkle," "Joan of Arc," "The 
Great Stone Face" and many others are 
famous for the ideals they teach In fear-
lessness, kindness and justice. 
The romantic period usually begins 
about twelve years of age when sentiment 
and romance develop. Stories with noble 
ideals, romantic adventure and fair ladies 
are very popular at this age. Good stories 
for thiifperiod are: "The Life of Florence 
Nightingale" by Laura E. Richards, 
"Moni, the Goat Boy," by Johanna Spyrl, 
"The Boys' King Arthur," by Sidney 
Lanier, and "The Childrens' Crusade" 
written by Gabriel Pierne. 
The suspense element in stories for chil-
dren helps to develop interest, it holds 
them breathless to the end, wondering 
what will happen next. For the young-
est child, the suspense element must be 
(Continued on page 15) 
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Nutrition Work .. ln Iowa 
THE WOMEN of Iowa are being kept in close contact with the new experi· 
ments and fundamentals of nutrition thru 
the service of the Extension department 
of Iowa State College. 
The nutrition specialists establish a 
training school among an organized group 
of local people interested in the subject 
presenting to them a definite course of 
study. These local leaders are respon· 
sible for taking the instruction back to 
their own communities where it will 
reach all the families of the township. 
It is the object of these local leaders 
to promote an interest for the better food 
selection by giving practical information 
concerning the food needs of the family, 
and simple ways of preparation. The de-
sire is to establish better practices in 
child and adult feeding, to reduce the 
percentage of underweight children in 
the state and to improve standards of 
health. 
The plan of the work in nutrition is to 
hold dicussions and lectures and to assign 
regular lessons to all loca.I leaders. This 
instruction is accompanied by demonstra-
tions of the preparation of simple dishes 
which contribute to a meal. The outline 
of the course is: 
A. Fundamental food principles. 
B. Cereals-coarse vs. refined. 
C. Milk and milk products. 
D. •Eggs, meat and fish. 
By VIOLA JAMMER 
The Extension Department is do-
ing very helpful work .for the home-
maker, the teacher and the college 
woman. We hope to keep in close 
touch with their work during the 
coming year. 
E. Vegetables and fruits, simple table 
service. 
The purpose of the demonstration is to 
help create an interest in the nutrition 
project by emphasizing the r elation of 
food to health. 
All local leaders fill out report blanks 
which cover the results and progress of 
extension work each month. After a 
leader has filled out a satisfactory blank 
_for each of four months, she is given cred-
it for having established a home demon-
stration. 
· All over Iowa the people are respond-
ing with enthusiasm to the work in nu· 
trition. One mother reported that her 
child asked, before she started to eat any-
thing, if it were "nutrition." She says 
she wants to be a "nutrition girl." 
Another woman said, "While we all 
perhaps thot that we knew pretty well 
how to cook, things were presented in 
such a way that we received many valu' 
able ideas of different and better ways of 
preparing foods. In a vague sort of way 
we knew that dark breads and whole 
cereals were better for us than so much 
white bread and refined cereals, but after 
studying the composition and protective 
value of the grains, we know why whole 
wheat flour with all the vital elements in 
it, is better than the white flour with 
the minerals and vitamins removed, and 
why the whole cereals are better than 
the refined that have lost so much of 
their valuable food properties. 
"More vegetables and fruit and less 
meat is a very good rule that we would. 
all do well to fo llow. 
"I believe that by following our six 
fundamental rules and selecting foods 
wisely, we will soon find we are receiving 
a great deal of benefit from what has been 
taught in this nutrition course." 
The six fundamental rules for food se· 
lection given by the Home Economics 
Division of Iowa State College are: 
1. Use at least one-half pint of milk a 
day for each adult, and at least on~ 
and one-half pints a day for each 
growing child. 
2. Serve a cooked cereal, preferably 
a whole grain, at least three times 
a week. 
3. Serve at least one vegetable besides 
potatoes and dried beans, daily. 
4. Serve some fruit daily, fresh, dried 
or canned. 
5. Serve at least one raw fresh veget-
able or fruit daily. 
6. Serve sweets at end of meal only. 
Pleasant, Practical Porches 
WHAT is more pleasant than to come home from a weary day's work on a 
hot June afternoon and be able to sink 
down into a big comfortable chair in a 
cool shady corner of the front porch and 
perhaps partake of a sparkling glass of 
iced lemonade! The porch is a haven of 
rest-but apparently few people realize 
how alluring this part of the house may 
be made for many of the porches or ver· 
andas we pass are undecorated and un· 
furnished and they only present a dusty, 
bare, uninviting scene to the passerby. 
The day has passed when a few broken· 
bottomed chairs, a hammock and two or 
three pots of red geraniums were consid· 
ered the ultimate achievement in porch 
furnishings. Today a carefully planned 
color scheme chosen for comfort and 
utility as well as for decorative value, is 
carried out in the porch as well as in the 
rest of the house. In place of the odds 
and ends which formerly adorned the 
porch have come furnishings especially 
designed for outdoor use. 
First of all we will consider the furni· 
ture for the porch. Since it is almost 
impossible to take in the furniture every 
night or at the approach of every storm, 
it is very important, if the porch is really 
to be lived upon, that the furniture will 
withstand rain and be unharmed by 
dampness or heavy dews. 
By EDNA ARMSTRONG 
Wooden porch furniture of familiar 
hickory and in plain design and form is 
very desirable for the small porch of the 
modern home. It can be painted in a 
dark green, gray or brown, or perhaps 
a cream, and a -gayly stenciled basket 
design on the back of each chair gives 
bright touches of color. Covers for the 
backs, if made of brightly designed ere· 
tonne or chintz, are most attractive. 
Striped awning cloth is very good looking 
with furniture enameled in black. 
It is better to start with a color such 
as green, brown or gray for the back· 
ground of the porch and the larger 
pieces of furniture, then touches of 
brighter colors may be added by means 
of cushions, awnings and bits of pottery. 
The table for the porch should be large 
enough so that an afternoon tea can be 
served from it, or what could be more 
delightful than to have your summer sup· 
pers on the porch? A gate legged t able 
is quite suited for porch needs. 
Reed furniture which is very attractive-
ly upholstered in bright chintzes or ere· 
tonnes is best for the enclosed porch of 
the more elaborate home. The heavy 
wrought iron and rustic furnitures are 
used mostly on the porches of summer 
cabins or cottages. 
Who ever saw a porch that had too 
many cushions? Striking and unusual 
ones in size, shape and color can be 
made to put into the porch swing and into 
the chairs. Almost every porch has a 
place for a couch or cot and when piled 
with pillows and cushions it makes a very 
enticing place to take an afternoon nap. 
A void having all the cushions covered 
with brightly flowered materials but in· 
traduce a plain color now and then. 
The floor expanse of the porch may be 
softened and diversified by means of 
rugs. Several small rugs may be used 
or a single large one. A small rug at one 
end of the porch may be the center about 
which is grouped a table and some chairs. 
Braided rugs are very nice, especially for 
the porch of the Colonial house. The 
newest braided rugs are made of cretonne 
strips and the finished effect is very un-
usual. Grass rugs of all sizes and colors 
can be purchased which make most de-
sirable floor coverings since they are so 
easily cleaned. 
If no rug at all is used on the porch, 
it is nice to stain the floor a dark green, 
or some other dark color that will har-
monize with and bring out the colors of 
the furnishings. ' 
Suitable screens and awnings which 
will give adequa te protection from insects, 
sun and rain are very necessary for the 
livable porch. No one enjoys sitting on 
(Continued on page 15) 
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Homemaker as Citizen 
IN A WAY German women are more en-franchized than the women of other 
countries. Not only that every female 
being from the age of twenty has a right 
to vote-the number of women in the 
Reichstag equally surpasses the repre-
sentation of women in other parliamen-
tary bodies, as it amounts to thirty-six in 
the present moment. 
These women-members of the Reich-
_stag vary very much regarding their in-
fluence and their initiative-but together 
all of them have shown during four years 
of their political career, that a parlia-
ment formed of men and women takes a 
very different attitude towards a great 
many issues than an exclusively male 
body. This was not so much provc·ct 
within the National Assembly, where 
they had only scope to express principles 
of a general political character as during 
the last two years, when a number of 
bills were introduced by women in the 
Reichstag, and. when several acts were . 
passed, which bear the impress of wom-
en's co-operation. 
Most of the women, who are members 
of the Reichstag, have gone thru some 
sort of training or preliminary experience 
in public work before they were elected. 
A good many come from the ranks of 
teachers-others, as most of the social-
ists, have formerly done organizing work 
for trade-unions or for their party. Hard-
ly any of them were directly transferred 
from the sphere of home and family-life 
into politics, tho half of the women-depu-
ties are married women, wives and moth-
ers. The sphere of their interest has not 
been limited to questions of special im-
portance for women. They have taken 
active part in discussions on taxes, on 
foreign politics, industrial questions-but 
their main initiative was felt in all ques-
tions concerning women's rights, educa-
tion and social work. 
As far as women's rights are concerned, 
women in the German Parliament are in 
the pleasant position to depart from the 
recognized principle of equal rights for 
men and women, as laid down in the Con-
stitution of the Republic. This made it 
comparatively easy to get admission to 
the stock exchange, to get the regal pro-
fession opened and to bring about an act 
admitting women as jurors and magis-
trates. Of course no such bill passed 
without some opposition. For instance, 
when the women-juror's bill was intro-
duced by the government, it suggested 
to appoint women as jurors exclusively in 
cases which deal with women and chil-
dren as criminals. But ultimately the 
law gives exactly the same possibilities 
to women as to men. 
It is not quite so easy to adapt the civil 
code to the principle of equal rights and 
duties, as very difficult problems are in-
volved. However, women from all par-
ties have moved propositions to facilitate 
divorce and to change the legal position 
of women in married life, especially the 
married women's property clause. Re-
garding divorce, the women speakers in 
the Reichstag moved that instead of legal 
offence a disorganized state of the matri-
monial union should be considered suffi-
cient reason for granting a decree. In 
By DR. ALICE SALOMON 
We may consider ourselves for-
tunate that so noted a woman as 
Dr. Alice Salomon visited the Iowa 
State campus this spring and con-
sented, thru her friendship for Mrs. 
Edward Allen and her interest in 
our college, to give our citizenship 
readers a glimpse of what women 
of another country are doing along 
the lines to which our citizenship 
page is devoted. 
Dr. Salomon has been called the 
Jane Addams of Germany. She is 
at the head of a school for social 
education, which trains women of 
the better class in the science of 
social welfare work. 
----foduJ,hrdluuuuu 
such cases the main concern should be 
that the maintenance and the education 
of the children is safeguarded. In case 
the divorce is granted on account of mis-
behavior or offences on the part of hus-
band or wife, the education of the chil-
dren should be entrusted to the other 
parent. But it is suggested that the court 
of chancery may make divergent deci-
sions if this seems desirable, in the in-
terest of the children or whenever the 
parents agree.. between themselves about 
another arrangement. These motions 
have already been considered and a bill 
will be prepared before long, but it will 
probably not be easy to come to an un-
derstanding with the representatives of 
the Catholic church, who are on princi-
ple opposed to all facilities regarding di-
vorce. 
"The Women's Bill" 
A greater unanimity has been attained 
amongst women of all parties in ques-
tions bearing on the well-being of the 
child. The Children's Welfare Act, 
passed in June, 1922, is one of the imme-
diate results of women's work in Parlia-
ment. It is entirely and exclusively due 
to their influence, that in spite of the 
pressing political sorrows and the over-
whelming financial difficulties of the Re-
public, this act was passed, and it was 
actually the "woman's bill", while it was 
under discussion. The main principle of 
this act is, to safeguard the children's 
claim for a physical, mental and social 
education, and to take over the parents' 
responsibilities in a ll cases whenever 
they cannot or will not provide the chil-
dren with such education. The act pro-
vides for the establishment of a net-
work of childrens' welfare-boards all over 
the country and brings about a unifica-
tion of childrens' welfare work as well 
as materially a wider care and better 
protection. 
The drafting of this bill was one of the 
occasions, when women from all parties 
joined interparty-deliberations, when the 
solidarity of sex broke thru the boundar-
ies of party politics. By means of induc-
ing their respective parties to back their 
attitude, they created an unusual unity 
in Parliament in this as in some other 
matters. It is remarkable that the Gov-
ernment was represented during all these 
deliberations mostly by women officials. 
Very much the same influence was ex-
erted by women in bringing about an act 
making juvenile courts compulsory and 
raising the age of liability for punish-
ment. Women also took a prominent 
part in all matters concerning the school 
system. They laid special stress on the 
introduction of political science as part 
of the ordinary curriculum in all schools, 
and they also urged new regulations re-
garding the religious education of chil-
dren. 
While formerly in most parts of the 
country the father alone had the right 
to decide on the child's religion, and 
while after the aeath of a father his child 
had to be brought up in his creed even 
tho during his life he had agreed to some 
other arrangement, the new law puts 
both parents on a footing of perfect 
equality. It declares that parents should 
arrive at an understanding about the re-
ligious education of their children and 
the father is no more entitled to change 
the child's denomination or to withhold 
the child from ·religious instruction with-
out the consent of his wife. In case of 
the death of one of the parents, the other 
-husband or wife- decides alone and is 
not tied by former agreements. 
Fight Against Venereal Diseases 
A leading position was given to women 
in the committee bearing on questions of 
population, which deals with a bill to 
combat venereal diseases. All women de-
clared unanimously for the abolition of 
brothels, and tho an understanding has 
not yet been arrived at in the full session 
of the Reichstag, the matter cannot be 
much further delayed and it is only a 
question of a few months until the regie-
mentation of prostitution will become 
abolished and probably a medical control 
will be introduced for men and women 
suffering of such diseases. The women 
members have suggested that official 
care-committees should be introduced not 
in connection with the police, but in con-
nection with the health-boards, and that 
social workers should take care of all 
young people who are suspected of im-
morality. 
Attack Intemperance 
The same committee which has 
amongst its members as many women as 
men, has urged the government to draft 
a temperance bill, which has meanwhile 
been published. Asccording to prelimi-
nary discussions it cannot be doubted, 
that h ere again one of the questions can 
be traced, in which women have a very 
definite opinion, varying from that of a 
great many men, and that they are deter-
mined to use their power. Tho the bill 
is very far from the principle of prohi-
bition, it would in any case help to re-
press bars and public houses and it would 
do away with a great many abuses. In 
any case the bill contains one chance 
which may become the germ-cell from 
which a prohibition movement might gain 
strength; i.e., that no spirit may be 
sold or served to children and young peo-
ple under sixteen years of age. The se-
rious attack on intemperance is exclu-
(Continued on page 16) 
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Protein Foods of the Japanese 
By SARAH FIELD, Kobe College, Kobe, Japan 
COMING from any beef-eating nation, 
one is at once struck by the scarcity 
of meat and lack of milk and other dairy 
products in the diet of the Japanese. 
Protein is supplied largely by fish, poul-
try, e~gs and the curd of the soy bean, 
with a growing tendency evident to sup-
plement these with the beef and milk 
of western countries. 
Fish 
T.he lakes and the seas in and around 
the islands of Japan teem with a great 
variety of sea-foods which are used raw 
as well as prepared in many delicious 
ways by all but the very poorest inhabi-
tants. 
Halibut, swordfish and whale are the 
largest kinds seen commonly in market 
and are sold by weight or cut. They do 
not differ much from such fish in the 
United States. Smaller fish are sold by 
the piece, and their variety is amazing. 
The sea-bream is considered the finest 
Jish of all, and poor indeed is the ban-
quet at which it does not appear. It is 
tlat and pink, wears a scared expression 
and comes oftenest to the table broiled. 
Occasionally it is stuffed with the bean 
curd. If it is used for broth, the head is 
chosen and the eye in its gelatinous sock-
et becomes the portwn of the guest of 
honor. 
Mackerel is commonly used broiled or 
steamed. Salmon in several varieties, is 
broiled plain with salt, or basted with a 
sauce of soy, sweet wine and sugar. Small 
eels are fried in rapeseed oil, .drenched 
with soy and served on bowls of steaming 
rice at special restaurants, both humble 
and elegant. The balloon-fish, whose skin 
is sometimes dried and used as a lantern, 
is also served at special restaurants, 
lightly boiled or steamed and accompan-
ied with a sweetish sauce. 
Sardines and herring are dried with or 
without salt or mild smoking and are 
best toasted over the convenient charcoal 
fire in a hibachi, the big brass or china 
jardiniere of ashes. At least six kinds 
of small fish thus dried are to be had 
even in the poorest inland markets and 
are broiled and are also used for season-
ing soups. Bu,t the most used of all 
dried fish is the bonito, which looks for 
all the world like a pointed stick c>f wood, 
and from which thin shavings are made 
with the household plane to form the 
basis for the stock used in every sort of 
cookery. 
Salt salmon is common and cheap-
about five cent a portion, and there are 
other salted fishes. 
The fish left in the market at the 
close of business are made into a sort 
of sausage. The bones are removed and 
the flesh is pounded to a paste in a 
mortar. It is then shaped into loaves 
or hollow sticks with grooved sides made 
by pressing it with rods, steamed and 
roasted. Usually the seasoning is salt 
alone, but sugar and beaten egg white 
are sometimes used, and colored dyes, 
pink and green applied. It is rather 
tough, but quite pleasant to eat. 
Probably the strangest use of fish 
would seem to serve it uncooked. but it 
Is most attractive in appearance and de-
licious as well. It is the pride of the 
Miss Field was at one time an 
instructor in Foods and Nutrition at 
Iowa State College. She is now 
teaching in Kobe College and 
writes for us this interesting ac-
count of one phase of nutrition in 
Japan. 
peddling fishman and of even pretentious 
shops to slice the !ish paper thin, pile 
it like overlapping rose petals on an oddly 
cornered blue plate, set it off with a pile 
of snowy shredded raw turnip or grated 
horse radish. 
· Eggs 
Hens' eggs and often ducks' eggs as 
well are sold at poultry or dry grocers' 
snops, along With the dried fish and sea-
weeds. They are sorted m to piles and 
priced according to s1ze and age. Most 
of them, usually the lowest in pnce, are 
imported from China and sell rrom three 
and a half cents each for bantam sizes to 
live for real ones. Even the ancient pre-
served kind wrapped in red clay may 
. be bought in the Chinatown of any port. 
Boiled hard and piled in coarse salt, eggs 
are on sale at any fair or festival, way-
side teahouse or temple or shrine. 
In the home they are served soft-cooked 
,in the shell as with us, but more often 
as omelet either plain or combined with 
greens or potato. Scrambled with bits 
of chicken and seasoned with soy, a "one 
dish meal" is made by spreading the 
omelet on a bowl of cooked rice. It is 
called "parent and child" and may be had 
in many variations of mushrooms and 
oyster additions, garnished with sea-
weed or water parsley according to the 
season or locality, at from fifteen to fifty 
cents the meal. Or the egg may be 
poached in a soy mixture without any 
additions and served in the same way, 
at the restaurant or sent hot to your 
home. 
Bean Curd 
But undoubtedly the most unique pro-
tein of the Orient is the to-fu-bean curd 
- in its various forms. In China the pro-
tein of different varieties of bean is used, 
but in Japan it seems that only the soy 
bean is used for this purpose. It is 
quite the same soy bean apparently, that 
has been preached for these several years 
from Home Economic extension platforms 
in the United States. It is soaked, ground, 
boiled, strained and finally the protein 
precipitated with a strong solution of 
magnesium chloride, or sometimes salt. 
Occasionally, in country districts, it is 
made in the home, but the process is a 
tedious one, and in towns the curd can 
always be bought at a convenient shop, 
where It Is made fresh three times a day, 
or from the vendors who bring it to the 
door just when it is time to prepare a 
meal. 
The curd is supposed among Japanese 
to be very easily digested, and so is al-
ways recommended as food for invalids 
and children especially, besides being in 
very general nRP.. Recent scientific in-
vestigation has confirmed this estip1ate, 
and indeed has gone so far as to state 
that the soy bean is the secr et of the 
Orient's ability to live on so much scan-
tier fare than the Ocident finds necessary 
because of the quantity of water soluble 
B contained. 
Meat and Milk 
It seems well to add here some word 
as to the tendencies or the growmg pro-
tein consumption of the Japanese. Ster-
ilized milk is now sold in cuptul bottles 
m every town of any s1ze, and peddled 
out on r ailway stauon plat1orms. It is 
poor in rat and milk sugar but in protein 
does not differ greatly from tne Amen-
can standard. (::3awamura: Chemistry of 
l<'oods). The mass of the people cannot 
attord to buy it at present prices, 20-25 
cents per quart, even H they cared to do 
so. And with !Jasture as scarce , as 1t is 
m a country of rocky hillsides and bam-
boo grass there is little likelihood of any 
decrease in price. Milk production on 
anything like an American scale 1s car· 
ried on only in the northern island, where 
there is an excellent agricultural college 
and American-trained dairymen operat-
ing it and their own farms. Thetr stock 
is good and the milk of excellent quality . 
Butter is made for sh1pment tnruout 
Japan at about seventy-five cents a puund. 
The skim milk is fed to chickens and to 
a less extent to swine. Some cheese is 
made but there is little demand for it 
among the J apanese. There are several 
tactones which put out a fair grade of 
sweetened condensed milk. 
Beef is mostly imported from China, 
and is of excellent quality. It is sold 
at special shops, at from forty cents per 
pound for shin to eighty for filet. It is 
cooked as steak or roast in restaurants, 
and the large part is consumed there. 
But there are special "beef-stew" res-
taurants (gyu-nabe-ya) where at least as 
much is eaten. There the rooms-all pri· 
vate-are supplied with braziers of gas 
or charcoal and the materials in the stew 
- raw beef sliced thin, onions, bean curd, 
soy, sugar, "stock" and so on are brought 
so that the customer may see the stew 
made, or if he prefers he may make it 
himself. The necessary acompaniments 
of rice, tea and salt pickles make a very 
satisfactory meal. Taking guests to such 
a place is a favorite way of entertaining, 
and the stew is only occasionally made 
at home or on picnics. 
Pork is poor, and little used except in 
Chinese cookery which is done in homes 
where it is liked or in the Chinese res-
taurants which are many in port cities. 
The swine thruout most of the country 
are fed on fish refuse and has an unpleas· 
ant taste, or at best not a pleasant one. 
It is cheap- twenty-four cents for chops 
to forty-eight for tenderloin. Ham and 
bacon are smoked in a few factories and 
produce a fair article at about fifty cents 
a pound. 
Mutton is not grown, and is practically 
never seen in market. Rabbit, squirrel, 
even venison and wild boar are to be had 
in season, but are never seen in large 
quantities. The desire for more protein 
as yet shows itself only in the increased 
consumption of milk and beef. 
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Who's There and Where 
ANNUAL VEISHEA A SUCCESS 
Veishea was truly a success. From the 
march of the preps to their bonfire Thurs-
day morning, until the finale of "Yalami" 
Saturday night. 
Hearty cooperation has been shown by 
the students of the differe~t divisions dur-
ing the past three celebrations which de-
veloped gradually from the former indi-
vidual divisional open houses and carni-
vals. 
Veishea was originally established with 
the primary purpose of eliminating the 
break in college work caused by five di-
visional celebrations held on five differ-
ent week ends. There is no doubt that 
Veishea has served this purpose for which 
it was originally intended, and yes, it 
has done even more, it has passed the 
expectations of everyone. 
The "Mikado" in Agriculture Assembly 
with Japanese costumes and settings in 
striking colors, and the dance in the State 
Gym, led by a twelve piece orchestra fur-
nished the entertainment of huge crowds 
Thursday evening. Thursday afternoon 
a varsity baseball game was won from 
Washington University of St. Louis, but 
another varsity game was lost to the 
same school Friday morning. State and 
world records were broken in spite of the 
rain Saturday afternoon when the college 
under-stars from all over Iowa met for 
the state track and field meet. 
A large crowd witnessed the May Fete, 
"The Wishing Chair," which was staged 
south of the Campanile Thursday after-
noon. Helen Herr, H . Ec. '24 who was 
chosen May Queen at a previous co-ed 
election was presented the traditional car-
dinal and gold robes by Mrs. Alma Wiese 
McMillan of Estherville, Iowa, who was 
May Queen in 1917. 
The night show held Saturday evening 
in the State gymnasium was a great draw-
ing card for out of town guests. About 
150 men and women appeared in this an-
nual all-college musical comedy. Be-
cause of the reputation gained by "Melody 
Magic" last year, l( large number in the 
audience were people from surrounding 
communities who had journeyed to Ames 
for the express purpose of seeing the 
show. 
FORMER AMES GIRL APPOINTED TO 
GOVERNMENT OFFICE 
. Orena Bourland, a graduate of Iowa 
United States bureau of public health. 
Miss Bourland took the civil service 
examination ,and her appointment as-
signed her as technical assistant in bac-
teriology in the government office at Cin-
cinnati, 0., under J. K. Hoskin, officer 
in charge of stream pollution for the 
government. Miss Bourland has been em-
ployed since graduation in the Purity 
Biological laboratory at Sioux City un-
der Professor Kennedy, formerly of Iowa 
State College; also in the Ft. Dodge Ser-
um company as assistant technician. 
By HELEN PUTNAM 
ELECTED HOME DEMONSTRATION 
AGENT IN CLAY COUNTY 
Eve Whitfield '18 has been elected home 
demonstration agent in Clay comity and 
assumed her new duties June 1, succeed-
ing Ruth English '16 who resigned some 
time ago. Miss Whitfield has been teach-
ing home economics in the high school 
at Storm Lake during the past year, and 
before that, taught in southwestern, Iowa. 
She will have her headquarters at Spen-
cer. 
TEACHING AT ODEBOLT 
Gladys Watson H. •Ec. '23 was on the 
campus the week end of June 1. She will 
return to her teaching position at Ode-
bolt, Ia., next year. Miss Watson while 
attending Iowa State College was presi-
dent of Y. W. C. A., as well as a member 
of Mortar board, Sophomore Council, and 
Junior Advisory Board. 
Florence (Watkins) Johnston '16 is now 
living near Phoenix, Arizona, where her 
husband is in charge of an 80-acre orange 
orchard. He is also working with an ex-
perimental orchard which will contain 
several hundred varieties of fruits and 
berries. 
DIETITIAN IN HENRY FORD 
HOSPITAL 
Eunice Longworth, H. Ec. '23, is with 
the Henry Ford hospital in Detroit, Mich. 
this year. She has the position of super-
vising dietitian of the private wards. 
Miss Longworth was at Santa Barbara, 
California last year where she completed 
her training at the Potter metabolic 
clinic. 
FRENCH GIRL TO TEACH IN 
WOMAN'S COLLEGE 
Lucy Larrouy, an exchange student 
from France, who was graduated from 
Iowa State College this spring, will teach 
French in a woman's college in Florida 
next year. Previous to her two years in 
the Industrial Science division at Ames, 
she attended school in France. 
TAKES CHARGE OF UNIVERSITY 
CLUB DINING ROOM 
Rose Nicholson '22, after visiting on the 
campus a few days this spring, left for 
Peoria, Illinois, to take charge of the 
University Club Dining Room. Miss Ni-
cholson has been teaching the past year 
at Roanoke, Illinois. 
Miss Ruth O'Brien, one of the leading 
textile chemists in the country, and who 
has been connected with the chemistry 
department at Iowa State College for sev-
eral years, left June 6 for Washington, 
D. C., where she will do research work 
in the government laboratories. 
NEW PHI KAPPA INITIATES 
Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic fra-
ternity announces the election of five 
girls from the home economics division. 
They were Marguerite Conner, Helen Eli-
zabeth Cary, Grace Gray Dewey, Helen 
Herr, Hazel M. Fullreide. 
Those chosen from the faculty were: 
Dean Anna E. Richardson, Grace Dewey, 
Eloise DavisoTJ md Mary S. Lyle. 
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED 
The engagement of Mildred Sears '18 
and LeRoy Cromwell '18, both of Omaha, 
has been announced. Mr. Cromwell is 
employed by Douglas county as a highway 
engineer with headquarters in Omaha. 
ANNA GERTRUDE RIGGS MARRIED 
Miss Anna Gertrude Riggs, a graduate 
of 1920, was married on June 12 to Mr. 
W. M. Vernon at her home in Muscatine, 
Iowa. Mrs. Vernon has been for the past 
year an instructor in Foods in the Home 
Economics Division of Iowa State Col-
lege. Mr. Vernon is an instructor in 
Poultry Husbandry. They are now at 
home at the Cranford Apartments, Ames, 
Iowa. 
Irene Haynes '23 has been ·teaching at 
Oskaloosa during the past year. .She 
has had charge of the costum-es for the 
dramatic work, and planned all the cos· 
tumes for the May Fete there. 
The first three prizes in the Health 
Play Contest, conducted by the Iowa 
Creamery Association, were awarded 
Ames seniors. The first prize went to 
Eveleth Peterson, the second to Velma 
Craig and the third to Ethel Rayness. 
"The Purple Knight," written by Ethel 
Rayness, will be presented at the Iowa 
State Fair. 
Annette Adams, student representative 
from. the Iowa State College W.A.A., 
and Miss Matilda Shelby, instructor in 
Physical Education, attended the Na-
tional Athletic Conference for American 
College Women in Berkeley, California, 
April 11-18. Two hundred girls, repre· 
senting fifty-seven schools, were present 
at the conference. 
On April 16th, two hundred brightly 
colored Japanese parasols, carried by as 
many senior girls of Iowa State College, 
appeared upon the campus. The girls 
met on Central steps at 7 o'clock and 
sang as classes gathered. We may recog-
nize the senior girls of Home Economics 
and Industrial Science by their parasols 
as we recognize the senior Agricultural 
students by their canes and the Civil En-
gineers by their khaki jackets. It Is 
hoped that this will become a custom in 
future years. 
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For the new cover which appears on this month's maga-
zine, we are indebted to Rhea Ferne Schultz. We wish 
to take this opportunity to thank her for her interest, 
time and work. 
We wish also to express our appreciation for the attrac-
tive covers submitted by Bernadine Bundy, Harriet Allen 
and Verna Pierce. The interest shown in this work stimu-
lates better products and is a great satisfaction to us. 
SEE US AT THE FAIR 
Don't fail to visit the Homemaker at the Iowa State 
Fair. We will have a booth where you can get ac-
quainted with the magazine and incidentally with us. 
Come and tell us what you would like ·to see the Home-
maker be and do. 
THE VALUE OF AN EDUCATION 
June has passed and with it commencement! Hun-
dreds, yes thousands of boys and girls, men and women 
have finished with all the schooling which they will ever 
have .. 
As they look back upon their education, what will be 
their reaction ~ It is an accepted fact that our expe-
riences appear more pleasant viewed in the past. These 
graduates will forget the trifles and see only the best 
and biggest things of the time spent in school. But will 
they consided those years as some of the fullest and hap-
piest years of their lives 1 
What is our education worth to us ? Not in a mercen-
ary way, but in lasting joy and satisfaction should its 
value be reckoned. Banks may fail, bonds and land may 
deteriorate in value, but an education we may keep for-
ever, and improve. True, it can, thru lack of use, be-
come inert. 
The purpose of education now is said to teach not only 
facts, but sources of information. If such is the case, 
our education need never cease. We may go gradually 
on, improving our knowledge in our own line of work 
and in other fields. 
There is much more we might consider-the culture, 
the poise, the broadening of mind and point of view-
these and much more are the products of an education, 
the result of time spent in school. These things come 
with knowledge of facts. 
Shall we not then say, "Our education's value is in-
estimable'' 7 
VACATION? 
Hot weather brings vacation or at least a desire for it. 
When thoughts of vacation are accompanied by plans of 
lake or mountain trips it seems very real and a rest as-
sured. But when there is no plan for leaving home and 
apparently no end to the pressing duties there, then the 
summer stretches out interminably. Could not some in-
genuous mind plan a vacation to be enjoyed at home 1 
The family loves picnics. Then give them picnics-
often-served on paper dishes. A supper of sandwiches, 
iced tea, lemonade or mi).k, and fruit served on the porch 
or underneath the trees is appreciated much more by all 
the family than a warm meal of meat and vegetables .. 
They're glad to see mother cool and comfortable, too, 
and to know that after supper no one will have to go 
into the hot kitchen to wash the dishes. Simple, easily 
prepared meals may be well balanced and nutritious as 
well. , , 11 
If the washing and ironing are done at home, make 
these tasks as simple as possible. Towels and sheets, 
dried on still days, need not be ironed. No one will ob-
ject, even if you don't consider this the best form of 
housekeeping. If the children understand they may be 
more careful of their clothing to keep it clean as long as 
possible . Crepe clothing, used whenever possible, means 
a proportionate decrease in amount of ironing necessary. 
Oh, there are endless ways of vacationing at home. An 
occasional ''slump'' in the performance of household 
duties will not annoy or inconvenience anyone. 
Try it on your family! 
IOWA HOMEMAKER AND BIRTHDAY PARTY 
On Wednesday evening, May 28th, the Iowa Home-
maker celebrated its third birthday with a dinner in the 
Home Economics Tea Room. 
From all appearances it might well be thought that 
the child is a healthy, thriving youngster for more than 
fifty people were present at the dinner. These were rep-
resentatives of all three staffs, editorial, circulation and 
business and interested faculty members. 
An interesting feature of the dinner was place cards 
of the names set in type. 
Miss Florence E. Busse, who has helped and been so 
willing to help since our magazine was first established 
served as toastmistress, cleverly introducing Dean Anna 
E . Richardson, Prof. F. W. Beckman and the new and 
retiring editors, business managers and circulation man-
agers. 
Miss Busse closed the program with the following 
original poem : 
TO THE HOMEMAKER 
Fond reverie of girls 
Who longed to share with those at home, 
Inspirations learned from happy books 
And of the kettle's bubbling secret. 
Or with those who like they 
·In nearby halls, 
Or in distant lands, 
Joyed in the search for glorious truth. 
Favored are you who see the vista clear 
And dedicate the store of early years of building strong 
The great foundation of the home. 
-Florence E. Busse. 
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LILBtft\L 'I 
I QU~~TION 
VITAMINS IN CABBAGE 
Are the vitamins in cabbage destroyed by cook-
ing? 
The vitamins of cabbage are only par-
tially destroyed by ordinary cooking. 
Cabbage should be cooked for only a 
short time, in a small amount of water, 
because the vitamins do dissolve out in 
water. 
SALAD DRESSING RECIPES 
Would you please publish good recipes for 
boiled dressind a nd thousand island dressing? 
Boiled Dressing Recipe 
2 egg yolks 
14 C. lemon juice 
lh t. salt 
lh T. sugar 
2 T. butter 
% C. milk 
1 T. flour 
Beat the egg yolks in the inner portion 
of a double boiler. Add the salt, sugar, 
flour and stir until well blended. Then 
add the milk, lemon juice and butter. 
Cook until the mixture begins to thicken, 
stirring constantly. Remove from heat 
and cool at once. 
Thousand Island Dressing 
4 T. mayonnaise dressing 
4 T. whipped cream 
1 T. pimento 
1 T. lemon juice 
1 T chives 
1 hard-cooked egg 
Cut the pimento and chives into very 
fine pieces. Press the egg yolk thru a 
sieve and fold this with the remaining in-
gredients into the mayonnaise dressing. 
SODA IN GINGERBREAD 
Should soda be added to the liquid or dry in-
gredients in g ingerbread ? 
Soda should be added to the dry ingre-
dients in gingerbread because the carbon 
dioxide which causes the mixture to rise 
is liberated when the soda becomes moist. 
If the soda is added to the liquid ingre-
dients most of the carbon dioxide has es-
caped before the cake r eaches the oven. 
USE OF ALUMINUM COOKING 
VESSELS 
Is the use of aluminum cooking ·utensils harm-
ful to the health? I have noticed that all alka-
line substances cause the aluminum t o tur n dark 
and then if acid substsn ces are cooked in the 
same kettle they turn the kettle brig ht without 
noticeable change in t h e color of the food. 
The use of aluminum cooking vessels 
for culinary purposes is not attended by 
any risk to the health of the consumers 
of food cooked t herein. 
QUESTIONS? 
If you have some question on 
homemaking which you wish an-
swered do not hesitate to send it to 
the Eternal Question Editor, Iowa 
Homemaker , before the twentieth 
of the month in which you wish 
that question answered. 
This page is for you-use it. 
REMOVING SILVER BETWEEN 
COURSES 
Should unused silver be removed from the tsble 
at the end of a cou rse? 
All unused silver belonging to t he 
course should be r emoved. Everything 
pertaining to one course should be re-
moved before the next course is served. 
CHINA AND PORCELAIN 
Wha t is t he difference between china and porce-
lain? 
The terms "china" and "porcelain" are 
used interchaneably, both m eaning the 
same-a transparent substance made of 
clay which has been fired to high tem-
perature, glazed and fired again. 
GARNISHES FOR SALAD 
What, beside lettuce, will m ake a satisfactory 
garnish for a salad ? 
Lettu ce, of course, is the garnish most 
frequently used to serve under the salad. 
Curled celery, parsley, nasturtium and 
grape leaves are also used in garnishing 
salads. Other attractive garnishes are : 
hard-cooked eggs ; radishes; stuffed 
olives sliced crosswise ; canned Spanish 
peppers; shredded green peppers. All of 
these latter must be used judiciously. 
Some points points to r emember in 
menu planning : 
1. Do not r epeat the same flavor twice in 
in a meal. 
2. Do not have several strong-flavored 
foods in a meal. One is enough. 
3. Do not have a ll dry or a ll moist foods 
in a meal. 
4. Avoid using all hot foods or a ll cold 
foods. 
5. Foods should not be a ll acid or a ll 
sweet. 
6. Highly seasoned foods should be used 
sparingly. 
7. It is wise not to ser ve at one meal 
more than one food which is difficult 
to digest. 
.An. 
FILLING GLASSES AT THE TABLE 
What is the correct way to fill a glass at the 
table? · 
In filling a glass do not lift it from the 
table. If th e table is crowded the glass 
may be drawn to the edge of the table to 
be filled. Take hold of the glass well 
down toward the bottom. Use a napkin 
to catch the drip. 
EFFECTIVE CAKE DECORATION 
The fine art of cake decoration is not 
as complex as one might think. It is 
unnecessary to call in a French chef 
when attractive cakes are desired but it 
is possible for you to turn your common· 
place cakes into fairy creations decked 
with all the season's flowers. The re-
quired article is a pastry tube. The 
wholesale price at the present time is 
about $2.25. 
With the aid of a simple ornamenting 
syringe and a small collection of var~­
shaped tubes any housewife can add that 
individual touch which is so effective 
on cakes for bridge, tea, or luncheon. 
Gay color notes may be successfully 
carried out in feature parties during the 
year. T iny red hearts on small white 
cakes make a most attr active decoration 
for the Valentine party as do green sham-
rocks in featuring St. Patrick's day. 
Hallowe'en would not be itself without 
the traditional pumpkin, and how easy it 
is with the aid of the pastry tubes to 
bring this note into the menu. Red 
holly berries and greens for Christmas 
the usual cherry for Washington's birth· 
day and so on through the year 's program 
of events, we may rely upon this simple 
device to help us make our parties most 
original and colorful. 
There are many decorat ive cake frost-
ings but the one found to be the most 
successful is the following : 
1 cup powdered sugar. 
3 or 4 tbsp. creamed butter 
Flavoring and coloring 
Cold water to make consistency which 
when cut with a silver knife will not 
adhere. 
The following precautions should be 
observed to obtain the .best results: 
Amount of ingredients should be varied 
according to the amount of frosting 
needed. 
It is necessary to thoroughly sift the 
powdered sugar , as hard lumps will 
not go through the pastry tube. 
Stir the mixture until the ingredients 
are very thoroughly mixed. 
Add coloring one drop at a time, mak-
ing sure that it is evenly blended 
with the frosting. 
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National Story Contest 
By GRACE V. ORA Y 
RECENTLY Dean Anna E. Richardson, 
dean of the home economics division 
of Iowa State College, spent a day in Chi· 
cago helping to select the winners in the 
national meat story contest. The other 
three judges were Dr. Louise Sta nley, 
chief of the Bureau of Home Economics, 
United States Department of Agriculture, 
Miss Marie Sellers, Home Bureau Editor 
of Pictorial Review Magazine and Dr. 
Katherine Blunt, chairman of Home Ec· 
anomies Department, University of Chi· 
cago. 
For the past three months, more than 
11,000 high school girls r epresenting ev-
ery state in the Union and the District 
of Columbia have been working diligent-
ly in the preparation of stories on meat, 
each with the hope that her effort might 
carry off one of the cash prizes offered 
by the National Live Stock and Meat 
Board of Chicago. 
I have made mention of the fact that 
the entry list of the contest constituted 
more than 11,000 high school girls, but 
that is not all. The boys wer e r epresent-
ed too, thi s representation coming from 
Crockett, California, where three young 
men matched their literary ability and 
knowledge of hom e economics against 
this great throng of contestants of the 
fairer sex. And another interesting fact 
in connection with th ese boys is that 
after their stories h~d been delayed until 
almost the eleventh hour for some reason, 
they pressed thP- aeroplane m otil into 
service and a pl:me from the west landed 
their stories in the Chicago office of the 
board with tim e to spare before the clos-
ing of competition. 
The National Meat Story Contest was 
launch ed by the National Live Stock and 
Meat Board as a part of the board's na-
t;on-wide educational program on meat • 
and was devised to furnish an incentive 
to high school students of home econom-
ics for a more thoro study in that field. 
That it · has accomplished its a'm there 
is no doubt, if scores of letters received 
from high school home economics instruc-
tors are taken into consideration. These 
instructors are unanimous in their con-
viction that the contest ha s been of un-
measured benefit to the P.; irls in their 
classes even tho these girls were not 
successful in winning any of the prizes. 
The splendid co-operation given by 
Home Economics instructors in all parts 
of the country was more than gratifying. 
This co-operation aided greatly in the 
success of the contest. 
The judges, after careful consideration, 
proclaimed Pearl Graves, a sophomore in 
the Union high school, at Lemoore, Cali-
fornia, the "National Champion." The 
winning story was written on the subject, 
"Meat and How I Cook It." 
That you m <tv understand fully the 
educational value of these sto.ries coming 
from the pens of high school students, 
four of the most common subjects upon 
which they wrote may be cited. These 
subjects were: "Meat and How I Cook 
It," "Meat as a Health Food," "Meat 
as an Economical Food," and "Meat Our 
Basic Food." 
A cook book is to be compiled by the 
National Live Stock and Meat Board 
from the best practical recipes submit-
ted. The board stands ready to give this 
cook book ful! national distribution to 
schools, home makers and aH other insti-
tutions and individuals desiring it. 
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Bits About Cheese 
By KATHERINE HOLDEN 
HE much-talked-of green cheese of 
the moon has not yet been tested for 
it's quality and flavor, but students in the 
experimental cookery classes have done 
all sorts of interesting things with every 
other kind of cheese with r esults that may 
prove helpful to cheese-loving cooks_ 
Preparation of cottage cheese, a pro-
duct often made at home, from left-over 
sour milk, was the first experiment. The 
object of the tests was to determine the 
best method of heating the milk to pre-
cipitate the curd. Results proved that 
direct boiling over the fire made a very 
tough ,stringy product. Heating in the 
double boiler to a temperature of 40-50 
degrees Centigrade made a curd of good 
flavor which was not stringy, but was 
not very tender_ 
A good cottage cheese was made by 
draining the sour milk in cheese cloth 
over night, but this was of course, a long 
process. The best product was obtained 
by adding an equal quantity of hot wa-
ter to the sour milk and draining the 
mixture through cheese cloth. 
Cheddar cheese was also subjected to 
experiments with h eat. Three samples 
of cheese were used. One was heated di-
rectly over the fire, one in the double 
boiler, and the third heated with milk 
in the double boiler. In every case the 
cheese was found to melt at 69 de~rees 
Centigrade. Above that it immediately 
hecame tough and stringy. and with con-
tinued heating was unusable. 
Don't you just love Welsh Rarebit, and 
don't you often wish you knew how to 
combine everything to get just the right 
result? It seems to be a deep. dark mys-
terv to manv people. who blame their 
failures on luck, or the cheese, rather 
th~n their method of procedure. 
Three methods were used in the class 
experiments. . In the first, to a medium 
white sauce. the grated cheese was adcled. 
This gave a smooth. well-blended product 
of good flRvor. Another methocl which 
nroved difficult. but which gave an excel-
lent rarebit WRS one in which a custard 
was made of the egl!: :md milk, to which 
the cheese was added. Results of the 
third methoo were varied. Some wer9 
thin. some curdled. and others were very 
e-ooit. In this case. to the milk in the 
rlonhle boiler WRR adrled the cheese. until 
it hegan to melt. The beaten egg was 
Pdrlecl to this mixture and heated until 
thick. 
From all these it appeA.red that t!u1 
heRt method of making Welsh Rar r>hit 
was Rlso th e simplest-adding chees:> to 
the plain white sauce. 
Canning and Its Bacter~ 
iology 
(Continued from page 1) 
if the food is left for several hours be· 
fore eating. 
Very specific directions for canning 
may be secured so easily and the neces-
sary precautions for examining a canned 
food are so thoroly based upon common 
sense that we should be able to control 
the dangers which have been much over-
drawn. Cases of food poisoning are 
really rare indeed and much of the rant-
ing against home canning is probably 
propaganda. Canned foods are an im-
portant part of our diet and should be 
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eaten, but discretion must be used in se-
lection here as well as in fresh foods. 
Can, but can carefully. Do not can food 
which is not fresh enough for the table 
and do not use canned food about which 
there is a doubt. 
Directions concerning time and method 
of processing should be followed careful-
ly. These methods have been worked 
out carefully and errors eliminated. 
Much of the high cost of living may be 
eliminated if canning is practiced with 
proper precautions and the menu is ce;-
tainly more attractive where there IS 
variety. 
Salads and Sandwiches 
(Continued from page 3) 
Cream cheese, chopped nuts and salad 
dressing. 
Cream cheese, nuts and chopped green 
peppers. 
Cottage cheese may be used instead of 
cream cheese. 
Pimento, nuts and cottage cheese with 
salad dressing. 
Lettuce, ground nuts and salad dress-
ing. 
Lettuce with salad dressing. 
Diced cooked green vegetables with sal-
ad dressing. 
Sliced onions with seasonings. 
Lettuce cucumber and tomato, seasoned 
with salad dressing. 
Interesting and unusual sandwiches 
may be made in the following ways: 
Ribbon Sandwiches. Cut white .and gra-
ham bread in one-fourth inch slices, hav-
ing four slices of white and three of gra-
ham. Spread two slices of white bread 
and all the graham bread on both sides 
with creamed butter. Spread remaining 
two pieces of white bread on one side. 
Beginning with the white slice (buttered 
on but one side) pile in seven layers, . 
alternating bread, and have second slice 
of white bread (unbuttered on one side) 
on top. Wrap in cheesecloth and press 
Release 
long-imprisoned bones 
and muscles. 
Get refreshing circula-
tion from the ground up. 
Wear the ORIGINAL 
"natural line" flexible 
arch Health ShQes 
BAUGE & SON 
Shoes that Satisfy 
AMES IOWA 
GROUND RIPPER 
WALKING SHOES 
r----·---.._.~-~--·--·------·t 
= I 
BRILLIANT MODES 
FOR THE SUMMER 
GIRL OF 1924 
i 
i 
Fashion designers have been most 
gracious to the women folk this sea-
! son, creating modes particularly i adapted to slender, lithe lines. One 1 i is more lovely than the other, the • i variation of types playing an im- I 
i portant part. Only upon seeing this •• I_.II 
1. wondrous showing of summer ap-
parel can you satisfy yourself how 
:11 fashionably and economically you I 
can apparel yourself for summer at j I th" ,,,, I 
i YOUNKER i 
i BROTHERS i I Des Moines, Iowa ! 
+ ·-··--·-··--·--·--·--·-·-··-·--·--·-·+ 
Far Superior to 
Any Other Coffee 
More Economical, Too, Than 
Cheapet Coffees-Says This 
User of Chocolate 
Cream Coffee 
Forest City, Ia. (Special)-" I can 
truly say that Chocolate Cre~ Coffee 
is the best I have ever used, advises 
Mrs. Louis H. Nyhus. "I do not call 
it expensive coffee because one pound 
goes as far as 1 V. pounds of any o~her 
coffee, and it does not leave a bitter 
taste in your mouth as do so many 
cheaper coffees. 
"The package-with the six ~ails of 
paraffin- is very fine .f'?r keel?mg the 
coffee in perfect condition. S1x of us 
drink this coffee and the men folks 
always ask for more." . 
You, too, will find it is economy to 
buy the best coffee. Ask your grocer for 
WESTERN GROCER COMPANY 
under a light weight. Put on ice and 
keep until ready to serve. Cut in one-
fourth inch slices for serving, then cut 
in halves crosswise. Butter may be col-
ored to carry out the color scheme de-
sired. 
Sandwich Loaf. Cut slices lengthwise 
of the loaf of bread, one inch thick. Trim 
to have all the same size. Place thin 
slices of crisp cucumber, tomatoes and 
green pepper on one of the layers. Add 
thick mayonnaise dressing. Place on top 
of this another piece of bread and cover 
with the vegetables and mayonnaise, as 
done before. On top of this place still 
another piece of bread and cover again 
with vegetables. Pour on enough mayon· 
naise to cover the entire loaf. Garnish 
with the vegetables and serve at the 
table. 
Mosaic Sandwiches. Cut three slices 
each of white and graham bread one-half 
inch in thickness. Spread a slice of white 
bread with creamed butter and place a 
slice of graham on it; spread this with 
creamed butter and place on it a slice 
of white bread; repeat this process be-
ginning with a slice of graham. ' Put 
both slices in a cool place under a light 
weight. When butter has become firm 
trim each pile evenly and cut each pil~ 
in three one-half inch slices. Spread 
these with butter and put together in 
such a way that a white block will alter-
nate with a graham one. Place again in 
a cool place, and when butter is set, cut 
in thin slices for serving. The sandwich 
has the appearance of a checker board. 
The Food With the 
Flowers' Flavor 
(Continued from page 5) 
?uits and hot breads as salad dressing 
IS to salad. It bears the same r elation-
ship to waffles and griddle cakes. Honey 
is not much more expensive than molas-
ses and maple syrup when purchased on 
the market, and it should be cheaper 
when produced by ones own bees. 
Honey when it becomes cold will often 
granulate. This is a sign of pure honey 
for only as such will it granulate. It 
may be changed back to syrup by heating. 
The temperature must not be too high 
as the flavor of the honey may be injured 
in t~is way. Granulated honey, however, 
has 1ts use and can be made into a very 
delicious filling for layer caes. Use one 
part of honey to two parts of crushed 
fruit and mix together. This may be 
spread on the cake or served with short-
cake. 
Honey may be substituted in almost all 
cases for sugar, but it is well to use 
especially test ed honey recipes if such 
are at hand. 
Once Upon a Time 
(Continued from page 6) 
simple, brought about by repetition or by 
modulation of the voice ; but for the old-
er child there may be a number of events 
leading toward the climax.. Climax 
"knots the thread of the narrative'' and 
makes the whole a complete picture. 
Story telling will be a joy to the moth-
er or "big sister" of the neighborhood who 
will choose from the long list of good 
stories and live them over many times. 
Stories that children like cannot be told 
too often; they like to hear the same 
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story even after they know every word 
by heart. There is satisfaction in giving 
little children stories upon which they 
can build their dreams in the big story 
book of life. 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-·-·+ 
Pleasant, Practical Porches 
(Continued from page 7) 
the porch on a summer evening if they 
are "bitten-up" by mosquitoes. Porch cur-
tains of split bamboo or awning cloth can 
be purchased (or awning cloth curtains • 
can be made at home) which can be 
raised and lowered by means of cords or 
pulleys and which are very satisfactory 
in shutting out both sun and rain. 
If the porch is glassed in, gathered 
shades of tinted fabrics or draw curtains 
of sunfast silks will shut out the sun on 
a hot afternoon. 
But over half of the charm of the porch 
is due to vines and flowers. These add 
the finishing touches. Climbing roses, 
honeysuckles, morning glories, moon-
flowers or vines form a charming cover-
ing for the porch. Rose bushes and hol-
lyhocks are especially suitable for use 
with the Colonial porch. Porch boxes in 
which can be planted one's favorite flow-
ers are an addition to the porch as well 
as affording protection from the glances 
of passersby. Hanging baskets help to 
overcome the crudity of the house ex-
terior as a background. 
The view from the porch should be as 
attractive as possible. When a garden 
off the porch is not practical, a smooth, 
green well-kept lawn will be a welcome 
sight. 
But after all, beauty, durability and 
comfort are the three important essentials 
to consider in furnishing the summer 
porch. Make it a place where one may 
rest, entertain, eat or even sleep. On 
warm evenings it is the setting for pleas-
an£ conver sations and is .a delightful 
place to spend a leisure afternoon with 
a book. The porch should be the sum-
mer living room. 
1 I Watches Diamonds 
i 
I 
! 
! 
1 
C. W. Dudgeon 
JEWELER 
i I Ames Jowa 
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Everybody Wants His Glasses 
Right and Wants Them 
Promptly 
i The POWER of the Lens MUST be 
l. right. No care is too great; no trouble too much; no test too se-I vere to insure the correctness of J our lenses. Examining eyes and 
• fitting lenses to them is our busi-i uess. I DR. F. E. ROBINSON 
I Exclusive Optometrist Over the Gift Shop I Ames, Iowa r 
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REMAMBRABCES 
of 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
BLANKETS· 
PENNANTS 
FELT PILLOWS 
LEATHER PILLOWS 
and 
SOUVENIR PAPER KNIVES, SPOONS, Etc. 
We will gladly show you. 
STUDENT SUPPLY STORE 
South of Campus 
f f 
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sively due to the women members, and it 
is from them that reforms are to be ex-
pected. 
Amongst the problems which have al-
ready been settled in the interest of 
women and with their support is the ma-
ternity-benefit-act, which grants an al-
lowance to all working women and all 
women of small means for ten weeks at • 
the time of confinement, and of another 
grant for a period of twelve weeks in 
case they nurse their child. 
Equality of Women Officials 
With gr eat emphasis the women mem-
bers protested against the tendency to 
dismiss for reasons of economy women 
state officials, especially in the post office. 
They are of opinion that no difference 
should be made between the sexes in 
this respect, as women depend upon their 
earnings just as much as men. 
Another matter bearing on the position 
of women officials has been discussed 
various times, but it did not unite women 
from all parties in the same attitude. It 
concerned the question if illigitimate 
motherhood should be considered a rea-
son for dismissal of women officials. In 
spite of the opposition of some of the as-
sociations of women post-officials and 
women teachers it was decided, that the 
fact should not be considered a sufficient 
reason for disciplinary dismissals. This 
is due to the passionate attitude of the. 
socialist-women and of those who stand 
up for perfect equality of both sexes and 
who are convinced that a man has never 
been a nd will never be dismissed on ac-
count of being father to an illegitimate 
child. 
No settlement has been attained up till 
now regarding the nationality of married 
women, tho here again the women mem-
bers have been very active. They claim 
that German women who are married to · 
foreigners may decide whether they wish 
to retain their nationality or whether 
they would rather acquire their hus-
band's nationality. 
It need hardly be mentioned that wom-
en have taken part in all sorts of parlia-
mentary work, dealt with all questions 
and that they gave their special interest 
to all matters of social work and social 
politics. Their main work has of course 
been achieved within the parliamentary 
committees, as is equally the case with 
men. There the real work is done, and 
their opinion was a lways accepted with 
much consideration . In fact, a ll parties 
have rather a tendency to push their 
women to the front and to sh ow them off, 
and women are so much at home in Par-
liament, that it seems strange and queer 
to German people to hear foreigners ex-
press the wish to see women sit ting in 
the Reichstag. 
Has women's political work made life 
better and easier and has it made them 
happier? Certainly German women have 
r ealized that suffrage is not so much a 
right as a r esponsibility, that for them it 
means to share in a new sense the bur-
dens, the distress and anxiety, which the 
German nation has to endure. Yet, in 
spite of everything, life is better in one 
way, at least for a ll who believe in de-
mocracy and who have social ideals. 
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